Key components of GPcwd 2014-2015 Action Plan
Towards an Inclusive Development Agenda for ALL

Main Goal of Action Plan:

Influence the Post 2015 process to ensure that children and adults with disabilities are visible and included in the next Development Framework

Based on GPcwd partners’ responses to survey\(^1\) for Session on Post-2015 Development Agenda, three main strategic areas of action were identified:

| Commitment & engagement of governments at global and national levels | Participation and engagement of children and adults with disabilities | Influencing Public Opinion through Awareness-Raising Campaigns |

For each strategic area of action respondents have identified the possible components below.

Please review them and add other key components that may have been missed. **DEADLINE: THURSDAY SEPT 19\(^2\)**

Your input will be used in the development of the GPcwd Action Plan.

- Lobby governments to seek commitment to children with disabilities’ needs;
- Strengthen and consolidate national voices to one through facilitating collaboration;
- Create evidence-based guide for national policies on CRPD implementation;
- Advocate for better national data and mapping of children and adults with disabilities.

OTHERS

- Ensure presence of children with disabilities in GPcwd work
- Directly consult with CWD during Post-2015 process
- Engage CWD and their families in Social Media campaigns
- Promote global artistic expression on inclusion by CWD

OTHERS

- Develop a Communication Strategy and global campaign to support Action Plan including:
  - Theme for International awareness day/event (Dec 3\(^rd\))
  - Celebrities for global campaign
  - Top political support shown in mass media
  - Communication strategy plan for each task forces
  - GPcwd advocacy Publication

OTHERS

---

\(^1\) See attached table for direct responses from GPcwd members in Annex 1 at end of this document.

\(^2\) PLEASE RETURN FORM TO XXXXXXX BY WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.